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Sarah’s Story
...how she learns to improve her energy

S

arah had a long day Monday. She got lots
done and felt good from all she accomplished, but she was tired so she went to bed early.
When she woke Tuesday, Sarah felt restored,
but for some reason the day ended up being significantly harder than the one before. Someone was
parked in her stall when she got to work and then
there was a conflict with a co-worker. During lunch
her sister-in-law called seeking support for her
struggling marriage with Sarah’s brother. The rest of
the day was challenging and Sarah became physically drained and felt stressed and discouraged.
“I wish I could go home to bed,” Sarah thought. But there were still two more
hours at work, then the kids needed to be
picked up, fed and taken to practice.

Energy is
the power
to make things
happen, and the
strength to deal
with things
we wish hadn’t
happened.

When the day finally ended, Sarah closed
her bedroom door and dropped onto the bed. Her
daughter was probably still texting her friends instead of doing her homework. Sighing to herself,
Sarah let it pass, too worn to deal with anything else.

Certain things deplete our energy
and affect our fatigue, stress or
discouragement
This is Sarah’s story: some days her energy
gets her through her day and other times she’s
depleted by noon. How you consume your daily
energy may not be exactly like Sarah’s, but what’s
common for most of us is how certain things deplete
our energy and leave us susceptible to physical
fatigue, feelings of stress, and discouragement.

Fatigue makes us
more susceptible
to psychological pain.
In a Netherlands
workplace study on
people who suffer
from fatigue, 43%
of them had fatigue
only, whereas
57% had fatigue
and psychological
distress.

Gauging our energy
Being aware of exactly what
type of events deplete us is hard
to do. Even if we know which
activities deplete our energy,
it’s often hard to avoid them. If
only we had a fuel gauge like on
a car that helped us measure
how quickly things were draining our energy. We could then
eliminate those things or, at
least, choose how and when to
deal with them. Your mind and
body are much like any device
that uses energy. The harder it
works the more energy it burns.

The importance of your
psychological state
On Sarah’s good day, she
had plenty of energy and accomplished everything she wanted to.
She felt good about herself and
content with her work. Her relationships were peaceful and she
was thankful as she fell asleep.
But difficulties Sarah experienced the next day caused
bouts of feeling angry, shame
and stress. Worse, she couldn’t
shake it off. Her energy levels
declined as the day went on. In
other words, Sarah’s psychological state played the major role in
determining her daily energy levels. That’s typical for most of us.

those challenges more quickly
and lessen their impact on your
energy levels. In other words,
reacting to a difficult situation
with a negative “I Hate It” perception only strengthens its ability to
cause increased frustration. It’s
like driving a car down the freeway
in first gear. The engine screams
and progress is slow. When you
shift into a higher gear, progress
improves, there’s less wear on
the vehicle, and energy consumption becomes more economical, letting you travel further.
Is there a higher psychological “gear” we can
shift our lives to?

Living with awareness
Each morning you wake with
a limited amount of energy. If you
spend it all before the day is over,
the result will be higher amounts
of physical fatigue and lower emotional tolerance for difficult things
and hard decisions. Yet, it is possible to live in ways that conserve
your energy and increase your
power to do what you need to do,
while maybe helping others too.

Budgeting your
energy first, and not
just your time, produces
real rewards.

Is there a different way to
approach our challenges?

It’s possible to learn:

If only I could eliminate
the challenges in my life and
fill my days with mostly good
things. Then I would start feeling better and stop feeling
my energy draining away.

how to recognize activities that deplete your energy and how they affect you
physically and mentally.

Unfortunately, that’s not
possible. That’s not how energy
and happiness work. Life is always a blend of good things
and difficult challenges. Accepting this will help you to develop
the skills needed to get through

how to gain awareness of
your daily energy levels.

how to face challenges without depleting your energy.
When our energy is low,
we’re susceptible to an escalated psychological state.
Just knowing that can make
a difference in how we feel.

A USA study indicates
that 37% of workers
suffer from fatigue.
Learning skills to manage
your energy
We understand the benefits
of budgeting our money; managing our income and expenditures
helps to create financial growth.
Some people manage their time
to increase their efficiency in accomplishing more. Budgeting your
energy produces real rewards.

1) Do things that add to your
energy
You can practice rejuvenation activities to ward off
energy depletion and even
add to your energy reserves
when difficult events occur.

2) Invest your energy in what’s
most important
Just like people pay the mortgage and utilities first, invest your
energy in higher priorities first.

3) Don’t keep spending more
energy than you have
Things like busy-ness,
work/life imbalance, loneliness,
and decision-making fatigue
can reduce your energy levels.
Like a person at a gym, using
our energy doesn’t have to deplete us; it can strengthen us.
Would learning how to manage your daily energy levels be
something you could benefit from?
If so, read on and learn
what kinds of things deplete your
energy levels and which things
conserve or even replenish them.
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THE NEUROSCIENCE

OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Brain energy

Imagine a boulder. Whether
you are trying to roll it
along level ground or
simply trying to keep it
from rolling back down a
hill, your body uses the
same muscles and energy.
Your brain uses the same
source of energy whether
it is trying to accomplish
one thing or to resist another. Social scientists have
discovered that whether
we are applying our will to
accomplish something we
want or resisting something we don’t, our brains
use the same energy.

Brain efficiency

ogy is healthy, A positive
psychological approach
enables us to enjoy good
things more and to face
difficulties and failure
without being as drained.
It’s obvious that when a
person experiences more
of the things in the left
column (below), they will
have more energy to get
them through their day
in a healthy way. Here’s
what’s happening when
your day has more of the
things in the left column
than the right column:

higher productivity

better relationships

more enjoyment of life
2. A brain constantly
frustrated, anxious,
striving and discontented is less efficient:

1. A brain at peace and
content functions better
and conserves energy.
 When your mind is
Even difficult circumanxious your thoughts
stances are easier to deal
are at risk of becomwith when our psychol-

ing accelerated, which
will drain you of your
energy. To conserve
energy, we need to slow
our thoughts down. It is
possible to work quickly
without feeling hurried.
 No emotion is a bad
emotion, but getting
stuck in negative emotions for prolonged periods drains our energy.
 Impulsive desires will
constantly take center
stage, bringing only
temporary relief from
discomfort and pain.
That depletes our
energy even more.
When anxiety, persistent negative emotions,
and impulsive desires
dominate, the strain impacts your physical body
and the stress hormone,
cortisol, is released.

What energizes you?
What drains you?

Imagine your psychology functioning in
mostly one of these modes throughout the
day. When experiencing any of the items
listed in the left column, what effect does it
have on depleting your energy levels?
ENERGY
CONSUMING:

ENERGY
CONSERVING
& REPLENTISHING:

The tendancy to be fearful in my life

Hope

Often angry with myself and others

Peace

Overly sad about life in general
Striving to control a circumstance beyond our control
Striving to control another person
Wanting something that is unrealistic
Not happy with yourself
Lingering unresolved conflict
with another person
Unforgivingness
Revenge
Judgmental attitude
Getting stuck in indecisiveness
Work-Life imbalances
Over-committing
Loneliness
Boredom
Always hungering for more

Joy
Accepting that which cannot be changed
Acceptance. Or setting a
boundary when necessary
Applying yourself to legitimate desires
Learning to be happy with yourself
Learning how to resolve
conflict or letting it go

Sarah’s day
...on Wednesday

Sarah had to drag herself out of
bed that morning. It was even
harder to wake her daughter. The
alarm on her daughter’s phone
buzzed from beneath the pillow.
“How late were you texting?” Sarah
asked. No reply. “When you’re up
half the night, it wears me out too.”
There was a major project
due at noon. It had taken a
lot of work and creativity and
Sarah put the finishing touches
on it when she got to work
and turned it in on time.

Her brother called at noon and
asked what Sarah had said to his
wife about their marriage in their
conversation the day before. Sarah
snapped back at him. Odd, she
thought, we’ve always been close.
On the way home the phone
company called about her
daughter’s bill. There were extra
charges and they were about
to stop service. Sarah couldn’t
afford the bill and felt frustrated.
The events of Sarah’s
day, even the good ones,
consumed a lot of energy.

Stopping for groceries on the
way home, Sarah was hungry
and impulsively tossed a few
extra goodies in the cart.

After dinner, her friend, Janice,
called: “Let’s go for a walk.” They
walked and talked for half an hour
and Sarah felt replentished.

Forgiving those who offend you
Learning to let go
Empathy, non-defensive listening,
even if you don’t agree
Self-confidence or seeking support
Personal-Relational-Vocational balance
Self-control, learning to say no
Engaging others
Anticipation - choosing to engage others
Thankfulness for our basic needs

The brain
makes up
only 2% of
your body but
uses 20% of
your energy.

enerGY

Preparing to change how you manage

Actors get into character. Musicians warm up. Athletes get
their game face on. When people want to perform well, they
get into the right frame of mind. Being committed, deliberate, and working with others will prepare you to perform the 6
Highly Effective Energy Strategies beginning on page 6.

Be committed

The strength of our commitments is rooted in the answers to three questions:
1. Is it worth it?
2. Would you be willing to change if the
outcome was more energy, happiness,
and healthier relationships and accomplishments? Every priority comes with a
price. Healthy priorities pay us back.
3. Can I do it? Every person is capable of
growth throughout their life. The human
brain can change, adapt and grow.

Be deliberate

Some decisions are made in the moment.
Others can be made once and the effect
goes on and on. Most people have their
mortgage automatically withdrawn from
the bank. They make a decision once and
the investment is made every month.
1. Use planned events to strengthen your
energy. Schedule events and time with
people that rejuvenate you. Recreation,
classes, and social activities can all rejuvenate us. What rejuvenates you?

2. Focus on growth. Our direction in life
is important. Don’t be discouraged because you haven’t arrived yet.
3. Measure progress. Our progress is more
important than our position. It is better for an overweight person to focus on the progress they are making in
weight loss than to feel bad because
they have not yet reached their goal.

Work to achieve
this goal with others

People who work to achieve a goal with others have a higher chance of success, according to studies conducted by Dr. Evan Forman
at Drexler University in Philadelphia. Connect
with people who energize you and share your
desire for growth and a healthy psychological
state. People who partner up have more success in weight loss and fitness. Even people
with diabetes are healthier when they have
supportive relationships. Think of any person you know who wants to begin working
towards this goal and ask them if they want
to begin stepping into the 6 Highly Effective
Strategies to spend, conserve, and replenish their energy as they go through their day.
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STRATEGIES
to spend, conserve, and
6 HIGHLY EFFECTIVE

{

replenish your energy levels
STEP #1
AWARENESS – A
PERSONAL INVENTORY:

Factors in Fatigue: Sleep deprivation. Poor worklife balance. Poor boundaries. Loneliness.
What wears you out?
1. What’s going on when you’re losing energy?

How do the people around you affect your
energy? Who, or what kind of person are
you with, when your energy drains?
What are you doing when energy is draining? What is being done to you or others?
Is this circumstance going to change?
Which responsibilities drain you?

2. If you could change anything in your life, what would it be?
3. If you could change anything in yourself, what would that be?

Sarah’s day

...on Thursday
Finding her parking spot
filled and and having
to find another bugged
Sarah. She was aware
that her energy wasn’t as
positive as she wanted it
to be at the start of the
day. The same car was
in Sarah’s parking spot
Thursday morning. She
left a note. Once inside
she asked if anyone in
the office drove that kind
of car but no one did.
Later that morning Sarah
got positive feedback
on her project from
the day before. That
made her feel good,
but after her supervisor
left, a colleague told
her not to think too
much of herself. Sarah
was troubled and felt
her energy deplete
even more. “Why does
this person upset me
so much?” she asked
herself. “It’s not about
me”, she realized, “I’m
not responsible for their
mood.” Just being aware
of that helped stop the
drain of energy she felt.

PERSONAL INVENTORY

All positive changes in your life starts with awareness. Take the time to complete this personal inventory.

ENERGY CONSUMING ITEMS:

Indicate yes
or no if you
experience this

Rank what level
you experience
this from 1
to 10 (10 is
the highest)

Rank what
level this item
depletes or
conserves
your energy
using low,
State if this is something you can change
medium or high in your life or should learn how to accept

What could I do to make
changes to this item?

 The tendancy to be fearful
in my life
 Often angry with myself
and others
 Overly sad about life in
general
 Striving to control a
circumstance beyond our
control
 Striving to control another
person
 Wanting something that is
unrealistic
 Not happy with yourself
 Lingering unresolved conflict with another person
 Unforgivingness
 Revenge
 Judgmental attitude
 Getting stuck in indecisiveness
 Work-Life imbalances
 Over-committing
 Loneliness
 Boredom
 Always hungering for more
ENERGY CONSERVING &
CONTRIBUTING ITEMS:

 Hope
 Peacew
 Joy
 Accepting that which cannot be changed
 Acceptance. Or setting a
boundary when necessary
 Applying yourself to legitimate desires
 Learning to be happy with
yourself
 Learning how to resolve
conflict or letting it go
 Forgiving those who offend
you
 Learning to let go
 Empathy, non-defensive
listening, even if you don’t
agree
 Self-confidence or seeking
support
 Personal-Relational-Vocational balance
 Self-control, learning to
say no
 Engaging others
 Anticipation - choosing to
engage others
 Thankfulness for our basic
needs
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STEP #2
PROTECT YOUR
PSYCHOLOGICAL
STATE BY CHOOSING
HOW YOU PERCEIVE
AND RESPOND TO
SITUATIONS

1. Accept that you can’t control everything or everyone.
Don’t take responsibility for
what can’t be controlled.
2. Don’t be emotionally con
trolled by what you’re not
responsible for. You hold
the keys to the door of your
own heart. When we believe
others are responsible for our
feelings, we miss the opportunity to choose and act
on our own psychological
health. For example, when
you get hurt or angry, acknowledge and process your
feelings. Ask yourself, “Is
this something I can control?” or “How do I choose
to respond?” Then move
ahead. This takes practice.

Working to achieve
a mostly regulated
psychological state
helps to conserve
your energy.

3. Control your own attitude
and actions. Getting caught
in the illusion that you can
actually eliminate hard experiences, results in disappointment and discouragement. Of course, we need to
learn better decision-making
processes to reduce the
hard things in our lives, but
we also need to learn to be
resilient in the face of many
of life’s hardships that cannot be eliminated.

All of us have things in
our life that we consider
hard that we try to avoid
and things in our life that
we consider good that
we work to have more of.
All of us put more effort
into reducing the hard
things in life through better decision-making and a
greater effort to improving
one’s life. But no matter how good a person
gets at arranging their life
to reduce the amount of
hard things, hard things
will always be there and
learning to lessen their
negative impact is crucial.

“When we are
no longer able to
change a situation,
we are challenged
to change ourself.”
Viktor Frankal

Resilience skills reduce the impact of hard things
Resilient People:

Are committed to involving themselves in the activities of life.
Act as if they can influence people and events around them.

Believe that change, not stability, is the normal way of life, and
that change is not a threat but an opportunity for growth.

Discerning the difference between things you can change and things you can’t
Imagine all the hard things in your life that you could possibly change and
all of the things that you are trying to change that are not possible.
Take a moment to reflect and complete the following exercise:

List all the hard things in your life
that are possible to change:
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

List the things that you are trying to
change that are not possible:
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

List how these changes could be
made:
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

How can you learn to accept these
things that can’t be changed?
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Sarah’s day

...on Thursday
Sarah had fifteen
minutes to herself at
lunch on Thursday and
she reflected on her
morning. When Sarah
had seen someone
else’s car parked in her
spot again on Thursday,
she was upset. Her
psychological state
became escalated. But
this time she chose to
do what she could about
it. She didn’t dwell on it
and calmed down soon
after that. Her boss’
praise for her report
from the day before felt
good, and when her
coworker told her not
to get too puffed up,
she recognized that
that person never had
anything affirming to
say to anyone. She let it
go. After eating, Sarah
called her friend, Janice,
to ask if she’d like to
go for a walk again that
evening after dinner.
The cardiovascular
exercise of walking
helped regulate Sarah’s
emotions.
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STEP #3 LIVE MOSTLY REGULATED
Your psychology is in one of two states: regulated or escalated and both
are normal modes to experience. However it’s not healthy to stay in
an escalated state for prolonged periods. So when you go from a regulated state to an escalated state be aware of it and develop the skills to
bring yourself back to a regulated state using the following methods:

Regulated

Being in a regulated state
is the healthiest state
possible and also conserves your energy:

From: feelings like fear,
anger, stress, loneliness, sadness or pessimism
To: peace, joy, contentment,
thankfulness, empathy,
confidence and optimism
You can learn how to return
yourself to a regulated state
using the following exercises.
Journaling: Writing
about our experiences
helps us understand
them and process our
feelings about them.

Crying: Crying releases a
stream of chemicals and
hormones that help us process a range of emotions.

Checking In (express
yourself to a friend/mentor): Engaging with a friend
is not only an opportunity
for support or advice, but
lets us listen to ourselves.
Participating in a group
activity or sport: Social
activities boost our sense
of connection and value.
They allow us to contribute to others too.
Cardio Vascular Activity (40 min. 4 times a
week): Physical exercise creates emotional
strength and increases
our stress resilience.

Abraham Deep Breathing
Exercise: Find this exercise on your wellness portal
under Reduce Stress Workshop and select Module 4.
Gratitude Breathing: Try
to start deep breathing
and in your thoughts list
15 things you are thankful
for. (Notice the effect it has
on your thinking process)

Support from a mentor or
friend: Find an individual,
or a small circle of friends
who can provide you empathy and perspective.

Escalated

Hard things coming at us,
especially when unexpected,
can cause us to become emotionally escalated. That’s not
wrong. It is perfectly normal to
become escalated when facing
difficult things. What’s not normal is to stay in an escalated
state for a prolonged period
of time. If escalation is persistent, it can harm our bodies
and our psychological state.
We can learn to discern
when we get escalated.

We can choose how to
respond rather than react
to our circumstances.
We can regulate our
psychological state.

To learn more on regulation
exercises, refer to page 13 in
the previous wellness newsletter “YOUR PSYCHOLOGY”.

NOTE:
For most people, learning how to regulate often requires support. Contact your EAP and make a request to learn how to develop these skills.

“We all know that some people are experts at pressing our
buttons. What most people don’t know is that we can press our
own buttons; fear or hope, control or patience, despair or initiative.
It is not the choices of others but my own that control me.”
Gregory Schroeder

Sarah’s day

...Thursday night
Thursday night Sarah
walked for forty-five
minutes with her friend,
Janice. Janice shared
a difficult conversation
from work that day and
even cried a bit. Then
Janice took a deep
breath and said, “That’s
better.” Janice had
moved right through
escalated emotions
to a healthy regulated
psychological state.
Before bed Sarah sat
on the edge of her
daughter’s bed and
asked how her day
had been. Then she
mentioned the call from
the phone company and
asked what her daughter
thought they should do
about it.
Friday morning Sarah
woke refreshed. When
she got to work the
stranger’s car was in
her spot again and
she called the towing
company that patrolled
the lot. She walked into
work with a smile.
At lunch time she heard
that her favorite band
was coming to town. She
called for tickets right
away. Having something
to look forward to
replenished Sarah’s
energy.

It is often not things
themselves, but
the meaning we
attach to them
that troubles us.

{

STEP #4 PRACTICE REJUVENATION DAILY

Rejuvenation refers to activities that put energy back into your life. So, if you feel your energy is being depleted midway through your day, and you stop to practice a rejuvenation activity, you could
not only stop the accelerated depletion of your energy, but help replenish some of your energy.

Engage with people

People who are engaged with their coworkers are seven times more
likely to be productively engaged in their work. The need to feel emotionally connected is intrinsic within each person. This connection involves
learning to discern another person’s emotional state, being empathic
towards them and being judgement free. People can feel the difference between empathy and judgement. Empathy extends and boosts
energy to another. Just think how it feels being around a person you
know who is empathic towards you and someone who is judgemental.

Get Moving

Belief. People want to be around people who believe in them. We will do
our best work when we know that those around us want the best for us and
believe we can achieve the best.   Do you believe in the capacity and potential of the people in your life? If so, do they know it? If not, why not?

For an immediate energy boost, drop out of your busy life for 10 minutes and, if possible, go outside. Walking is an energizer. Even
a ten minute walk can help you overcome feelings of fatigue.
And yes, it works better than a sugar infusion. In a study published two decades
ago but still often cited, Robert Thayer, PhD, a professor at California State University, Long Beach, compared the energizing effects of eating a candy bar or
walking briskly for 10 minutes on 18 people over 12 days. Walking was the better bet. Walking increased energy for two hours. The sugar snack initially boosted
energy, but after an hour, participants were more tired and had less energy.

Sleep/rest/work-life balance

i. Rest from exertion. Neither the body nor the mind is meant to work constantly. Both
need rest. Rest has the power to refresh our energy. Give yourself a restful time-out.
ii. Rest from obligation. Rest isn’t just a break in time. It is a time when we live without
obligation or responsibility. Set time for yourself when you don’t have to do anything.
iii. Rest to enjoy what you’ve accomplished. Enjoyment is energizing! When we rest
from what we’re doing, we have the opportunity to appreciate and benefit from what
we’ve done. Enjoy a day off. Take a holiday. Do something you enjoy every day.

Take a break

Taking a short break and doing absolutely nothing for a few min
utes can help you overcome fatigue and actually get more done in
the course of a day, says Jon Gordon, a Florida-based consultant,
who advises corporations and athletes on how to stay energized.
Louisiana State University researchers found that workers who took four
breaks per hour, usually just 30 seconds each, followed by a 14-minute
break after two hours of sitting at the computer, reported higher perfor
mance and worked faster and more accurately than their co-workers.

Spiritual activity

Meditation or prayer is another great rejuvenation activity.

Energy Food

Reach for energy food listed on page 15.
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Sarah’s day

...on Friday
Friday at work, Sarah
realized she was most
productive in the
morning. She began
using her calendar to
track her work and
also discovered that
each period of energy
lasted about an hour
and a quarter. If she
did something else
for fifteen minutes
that didn’t take much
concentration, she was
ready to go again. That
meant two or three
packets of energy in
the morning and two or
three in the afternoon.
One day, when she had
come in at noon, she had
been surprised by how
much more energy she
had in the evening.
Sarah told Janice about
her discovery that night
while they walked. “Not
me,” Janice said. “I’m a
night owl. But I like the
idea of understanding
my energy patterns. I’m
good for 90 minutes at a
time.” “What if we used
our best energy for the
important stuff in our
lives?” Sarah asked.
“What’s important to
you?” Janice asked.

12.
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STEP #5
MANAGE YOUR
ENERGY FIRST,
THEN YOUR TIME
5 Questions to
ask yourself:

1. How long does each energy zone last for you?
How long does your ability to focus and be productive last? How long before
you can begin another?

at home, on yourself, in volunteering? In what order?
Who are you spending your energy on?
4. When is your energy best?

Take a few minutes of something less intense before using your next energy burst.

When are you:

2. How many energy zones
do you have in a day?

Disciplined

Be aware of how many times in
a day you put your energy into
something. If you do more on
one day, how does that affect
the next day? When you regulate your psychological state
you will have more energy.
3. What are you spending your energy on?
Most of us have stepped on
a scale or looked in a mirror only to be faced with
something we didn’t expect.
Still, it gives us a chance
to do something about it.
Use the wallet card to take a
look at what you spend your
energy on. How much of your
energy is invested at work,

Alert

Insightful

Productive
Friendly
Happy

5. What do you choose
to invest your energy into? Plan it!
Be purposeful with your energy.
Write down goals for where
you want your energy to go.
Plan your time (events/people/
accomplishments/commitments) around your energy. Put
your priorities in your calendar
and don’t plan so many other
things that you overspend your
energy. Saying “No” to some
things empowers our “Yes” to
the most important things.

STEP #6
Field Wallet card

{

Step 6 is a wallet card exercise designed to do with other
people. Read through each step,
choose your group and begin
sharing the experiences together. Cut the wallet card on the
dotted line, fold to the size of a
credit card and carry it with you.

a.
Think of 2-6 people
to form a team with and to
work towards these goals.
Remember your chances
of success are increased
significantly when you work
to achieve goals with other
people. People who might
join you could be co-workers
or your entire department,
family members or friends.
Don’t limit this to people who
live in the same town as you
as long as you have phone
contact.

1- BUILD YOUR TEAM

YOUR
ENERGY
how do you spend it every day?

c.
Send each person this
newsletter. Each person starts
by reading it and completing
the personal inventory, fol
lowed up by meeting. A .pdf
of this newsletter is found on
your wellness portal under our
personal Dashboard - Wellness Magazines.

#6 ______________________

#5 ______________________

#4 ______________________

#3 ______________________

#2 ______________________

b.
List who your team will
be and who the team leader
will be:
#1 ______________________

a.
While everyone is online,
they are to watch a YouTube
video on vulnerability. The
facilitator can also hold the
phone against the speaker
on their computer. Search
Youtube: “Brene Brown: The
power of vulnerability.”

CONDUCT YOUR
FIRST MEETING

2- GROUP LEADER

d.
Next schedule a time
when each person will commit
to a one hour meeting each
week for 8 weeks in person or
via teleconference. Go to freeteleconference.com and set
up a conference call. It is free
and easy to do. Everyone will
be on the phone at the same
time. For groups of less than
4, you may want to use 3-way
calling.

e.
As each person com
pletes reviewing their goals,
allow time for the group to
encourage and extend empathy, but do not consult.

d.
Each person to talk
about their goals written in the
goal section and their strategy
to achieve their goal (Leader
should allow each person no
more than two minutes).

c.
Each person to go
over their evaluation form
and elaborate on each item
(Leader to time each person
and allow them no more than
5 minutes). After each person
shares, let the group express
empathy and compassion for
a few minutes. No one should
consult or try to fix the other
person.

Honesty
Vulnerability
Empathy over judgment
Confidentially
Show up each week
Complete all the exercises

b.
Review group guidelines
and each person to verbally
commit to each item:

Every Monday and Friday measure yourself on
each item on the other
side of this wallet card.

SELF

3- MEASURE YOUR-

go for a walk or jog with
me to help balance my
brain chemistry or to
change my state of mind

be available to me when
my energy levels are de
pleted and I need a lis
tening, empathic ear

f.
Each person to share
how they can be supported by
the group. Feel free to come
up with your own ideas or use
as an example:

Mon Fri

Accepting that which cannot be changed
Acceptance
Applying yourself to legitimate desires
Being happy with yourself
Assertiveness
Forgiving those who offend you
Learning to let go
Empathy, non-defensive listening, even if you don’t agree
Self-confidence
Personal/Relational/Vocational Balance
Self-control
Engaging others
Learning to let go
Anticipation
Thankfullness for our basic needs

Striving to control
a circumstance beyond our control

Striving to control
another person

Wanting something
that is unrealistic

Not happy with yourself

Lingering unresolved conflict with
another person

Unforgiveness

Revenge

Judgmental attitude

Getting stuck in indecisiveness

Work-life imbalances

Over-committing

Lonliness

Resentment/revenge

Boredom

Hungering for more

WEEK 7 WEEK 8

Mon Fri

Joy

Mon Fri

Sadness

Mon Fri

Peace

Mon Fri

WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6

Mon Fri

Anger

WEEK 2

Mon Fri

ENERGY CONSERVING
& CONTRIBUTING:
Hope

Mon Fri

WEEK 1

Rank yourself Monday and Friday from
1 to 10 (10 highest)

Fear

ENERGY
CONSUMING:
WEEK 1

Mon Fri

WEEK 2

Mon Fri

Mon Fri

Mon Fri

Mon Fri

WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6

Mon Fri

Mon Fri

WEEK 7 WEEK 8

Mon Fri

Rank yourself Monday and Friday from
1 to 10 (10 highest)

Cut and fold the wallet card on the dotted lines. Fold it into the size of a credit card and carry it
with you in your wallet. Measure your self every Monday and Friday.

4- COMPLETE YOUR WALLET CARD:

Log in to your wellness portal for these and more resources on your energy.

ENERGY BOOSTING FOODS
also high in folate, magnesium,
phosphorus and manganese,
making it a nutrient-packed
source of carbohydrates for
long-lasting energy levels.

Lemon water

The simplest way to get a
boost, ever! Adding lemon to
water transforms regular H20
into a natural energy drink
that is packed with electrolytes, which are critical
for cells to produce energy.
Hydration in general is key
for a mood boost; a 2012
study found that women who
were mildly dehydrated reported feeling fatigued.

Asparagus

Nuts

Cashews, almonds, and hazelnuts are high in magnesium, which plays a key role
in converting sugar to energy.
They’re also filled with fiber
to keep your blood sugar
levels even and protein to
stave off hunger. Keep a bag
of mixed nuts or trail mix in
your purse or desk drawer
to stay energetic all day.

Fresh fruit

The natural sugar in fruit provides a quick pick-me-up
when you’re dragging and
helps keep blood sugar levels
steady because it’s packed
with fiber. Make an energizing breakfast smoothie with
blueberries (helps you focus),
strawberries (high in vitamin C, which helps turn fat
to energy) and yogurt (rich
in magnesium, which helps
regulate the release of energy).

Quinoa

“Quinoa is a gluten-free grain
that contains more protein than
any other grain or rice. The
grain is so rich in amino acids,
that it is considered a complete source of protein, high in
lysine, methionine and cysteine—ideal for post-workout
meals to help build muscle. It is

Sauerkraut

Raw sauerkraut isn’t just a
good match for bratwurst; it
also helps you maintain energy.
The fermented cabbage is high
in probiotics, which makes
your gut digest food more
efficiently. So, since the body
has to work less to digest,
you’re left with more energy.

This green veggie is high in
B vitamins, which naturally
support healthy energy levels by turning food (carbs)
into fuel (glucose), and it
contains plenty of blood
sugar-steadying fiber.

Edamame

Soybeans are high in energizing nutrients, particularly B-vitamins, copper and
phosphorous. “B-complex
vitamins work to break down
carbohydrates we consume
into glucose for fuel. At the
same time they help transport
oxygen throughout the body.
Both copper and phosphorous are involved in converting eaten food into energy
and releasing into cells so its
available for use by the body.

Cardamom

In Asia, this spice is valued for
its ability to increase energy
and promote blood flow by
expanding small blood vessels. Choose curry for dinner,
or sip a cup of chai tea to
beat the afternoon slump.
15.

MENTAL HEALTH IS LIKE YOUR PHYSICAL BODY AND
REQUIRES SELF-CARE FOR IT TO FUNCTION OPTIMALLY.
Download back issues to develop your skills.
Found on your wellness portal under your Dashboard.

Log in to your wellness portal for more resources on your energy
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